Acid stereo wire earphones
SKU: TEJZEARACIDG

Stereo wire earphones with metal finish, call answer / end key, 3.5mm jack cable, set of memory
foam pads included
HARMONY OF ELEMENTS
Acid jazz includes musical styles such as electronic, fusion, funk and soul that coexist in perfect harmony. These earphones , too, are
feature a perfect balance between materials and technologies to give the user a must-have accessory.
THE PERFECT SOUND
These earphones have multiple qualities. The sought-after metal finish has a double meaning: on the one hand it represents a refined
design element, on the other it is functions to prevent annoying vibrations when listening to music
Inside the package there are two sets of earphone pads in sizes S, M, L: 3 silicon pairs and 3 memory foam pairs . The shape of the
material adapts perfectly to the ear and prevents external noises from bothering you during calls or while playing music.
The bass lines and the irresistible rhythms of the drum machine will win you over.
EASY LISTENING
The 3.5mm jack cable allows simple and immediate connection to a smartphone. You can talk with friends or colleagues by using the
integrated microphone and the call answer / end key .
FEATURES:
Stereo
Integrated microphone
Call answer/end key
Jack cable: 3.5mm
Length of cable: 1.2 meters
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3 pairs of silicon pads (sizes S,M,L)
3 pairs of memory foam pads (sizes S,M,L)
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Acid stereo wire earphones
SKU: TEJZEARACIDG

Details
EAN: 8018417262432
Included accessories: / 6 silicone rubber ear tips
Cable length: 1,2 m
Connector: Jack 3,5 mm
Cable type: Audio
Buttons: 1 for end / Answer call
Audio sound (mono/stereo): Stereo
Speaker impedence: 16 Ohm Typ
Microphone: Integrated
Volume regulation: Integrated
Speaker diameter: 2 mm.
Frequency response: 20 Hz - 20 KHz
Sensitivity: 92 +/- 3dB

Pack:
Number of products included Pack: 1

Inner:
Amount Inner: 1

Master:
Amount Master: 1
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